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SUMMARY 
“MY FIRST ENGLISH BOOK; I Learn English in my School”: A textbook 
for students of seventh year of Elementary School, has been created to help 
children from “Mariscal de Ayacucho Antonio José de Sucre,” who come from 
low-income families.  
The book is based on two methodologies, The Natural Approach and 
Total Physical Response, and the Theory of Multiple Intelligences. With the 
first one, students use the target language from the earliest communicative 
activities, such as role plays, group work, and games, among others.  With the 
second one, students respond to instructions by performing physical actions. 
The Multiple Intelligences Theory is focused on students’ abilities, which are 
classified into eight intelligences; Verbal-linguistic, Logical-Mathematical, 
Musical, Bodly-Kinesthetic, Spatial-Visual, Interpersonal, Intrapersonal, and 
Naturalistic.  
The book was developed according to students’ needs and ages. It 
contains eight units and an introductory unit. The units consist of different 
activities to be performed by students in a determined period of time.  
During the application of the book, the children learned to use English 
greetings, to answer basic questions, to identify and describe pictures, to 
introduce themselves, to read short stories, to perform instructions, to sing 
songs, to practice dialogues, to make handiworks, and other activities.  Finally, 
the activities of the book were simple and the children performed them without 
any problem.  
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INTRODUCTION 
“MY FIRST ENGLISH BOOK; I Learn English in my School,” a textbook 
for students in the seventh year of elementary school, has been developed to 
help the children from “Mariscal de Ayacucho Antonio José de Sucre” 
Elementary School, located in EL VALLE parish, of EL SALADO community.   
The main objective of this book is to teach English at a beginner’s level. 
The children, who come from low-income families, need to have basic English 
language knowledge to continue with English studies. The goal of this work is 
to establish a learning process taking into account the students’ natural 
learning abilities.  
Our work is based on two methodologies, The Natural Approach and 
Total Physical Response, and the theory of Multiple Intelligences.  
The Natural Approach (NA) by Tracy Terrell and Stephen Krashen is a 
method that is focused on the English level of elementary students.  
Another important methodology is Total Physical Response (TPR) by 
James Asher.  It focuses on responses to instructions by performing physical 
actions, such as pointing at things, handing each other objects, standing, 
walking, sitting down, writing, reading, drawing, answering questions, giving 
short instructions, and so on. Children acquire and use vocabulary through 
movements and actions. Children act in response to their bodies and they 
listen and move. Thus, a great deal of practice helps the children internalize 
the vocabulary. 
The Multiple Intelligences Theory by Doctor Howard Gardner is focused 
on students’ abilities. Most of the children develop their intelligence, talents or 
mental skills in different ways, which are expressed in the context of specific 
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tasks, activities, and crafts.  As we know, a person might have two or more 
dominant intelligences. Some children demonstrate their abilities to recognize 
logical or numerical patterns (Logical-Mathematical) while others are good at 
memorizing words, short phrases like greetings, writing, and completing short 
texts (Verbal-Linguistic). Many of them show their ability to perceive, 
appreciate, and produce rhythm, and musical expression such as singing or 
playing an instrument (Musical). Others enjoy perceiving the visual world, and 
act on visual perceptions by drawing and painting (Visual Spatial) and others 
enjoy developing control of body movements and the capacity to handle 
objects skillfully (Bodily-Kinesthetic). Most children are sensitive to moods, 
feelings, and motivations (Interpersonal). Other children have the capacity to 
develop self- knowledge and understanding of their own feelings, weaknesses, 
strengths, and desires (Intrapersonal). And finally, some are able to 
discriminate among living things as well as having sensitivity to other features 
of the natural world (Naturalistic). Our book was designed by thinking about 
the different intelligences of the students.  
For the research, we searched bibliographic and web site resources to 
develop the theoretical part of our work. In order to find out the children’s 
needs, we applied surveys to children and their parents or relatives. The 
children want to improve their language level, and that their parents want their 
children to learn English so they can continue their future studies without 
problems. The complete results of our investigation are developed in Chapter 
Three. 
“MY FIRST ENGLISH BOOK; I Learn English in My School” is a textbook 
for students in the seventh year of elementary school designed to cover the 
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student’s needs from seventh year of basic education, according to students’ 
requirements and the aforementioned methodologies.  Through this book, 
students will be able to study the English Language as a basic requirement of 
the curriculum. 
The book is divided into eight units and an introductory unit.   Each unit 
consists of different activities to be performed in a determined period of time. 
English grammar is learned within a context.  
 The introductory unit is a short introduction for developing the next units; 
it includes numbers and the alphabet.  Unit One includes basic greetings in 
English. Through this unit, students are able to greet their teacher, parents, 
and classmates. Unit Two, students learn to identify different colors and fruits. 
Unit Three makes reference to wild animals and domestic animals. In this unit 
students learn about their natural habitats, where they live, their sounds, etc. 
Unit Four presents professions and their places of work. In this unit students 
begin to use the simple present and verb to be. Unit Five is a unit that teaches 
the parts of the body. The students identify the body parts and compare them 
with other bodies (animals, insects, etc.). In Unit Six children learn to identify 
family members. In Unit Seven, the children practice more numbers by telling 
the time and talking about their daily routines. Finally, in Unit Eight, students 
practice the use of the prepositions of place, as well as the present 
progressive.   
The last chapter of the thesis includes conclusions and recommendations 
which refer to the experience of the application of the book in the seventh year 
of the “Mariscal de Ayacucho Antonio José de Sucre” Elementary School. 
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CHAPTER 1 
1. SCHOOL DATA 
 
The elementary school   “Mariscal Antonio José de Sucre” is located in 
the Parish of El Valle. This parish is 10 kilometers away from the City of 
Cuenca, in the Republic of Ecuador. The school was founded on October 20, 
1986, in El Salado community. Its founder was Mrs.  Bertha Tenorio.  
1.1. HISTORY 
This school, like any other school, has its history. It was founded through 
the initiative of some inhabitants of the place. This school started with only one 
teacher, Mrs. Bertha Tenorio, in an improvised building with nineteen students. 
At the beginning, this school did not have a name. Its nickname was “Without a 
Name.” After one year, Mrs. Bertha Tenorio did the paperwork in the Ministry 
of Education to get a name for the school. The name was “Mariscal de 
Ayacucho Antonio José de Sucre”. 
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After that, Mrs. Bertha Tenorio, together with some neighbors, received a 
donation of a site. Its donor was Mr. Vicente Matute, who lived in Santo 
Domingo.  Three years later, the first four classrooms were built with the 
financial support from the private enterprise and foreign aids.  They were four 
prefabricated classrooms.¹ Nowadays, the school is finished. It received a 
grant from the government to build four other classrooms and to fix the 
building.  
This school year, this institution is working with one-hundred ten students 
and four teachers. It is known as a multiple-teacher school. This means a 
teacher works with two classes, except for the first grade.   For example, 
Licentiate Elsa Hidalgo, the School Director, works with the second and third 
graders.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1 Information translated from “Historia de la Escuela Mariscal de 
Ayacucho Antonio José de Sucre” written by Miss Floripes Romero.  
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1.2. THE PLACE 
 
 
This rural school is located in El Salado community, which belongs to El 
Valle Parish. The school is located 100 meters from the main road to Santa 
Ana. It is encircled by beautiful buildings which are the product of immigration.  
The school has a playground surrounded by some trees, eight classrooms, 
three bathrooms, a store and the school dining room. The place has all the 
basic services except a sewage system.  Drinking water is provided by two 
companies, ETAPA and NERO. Public transportation is covered by companies 
such as Cuencana (every hour), Trans Progreso, Milagros, and sometimes 
buses which go to Gualaceo or Sigsig.  
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1.3. THE STUDENTS 
 
The school works with one-hundred ten students. The majority of them 
are not from the area of El Salado. They are from other communities such as 
San Pedro, El Carmen de Conchán, Chochapamba, Catalshapa, which are 
located to thirty minutes away from the school. Other students come from a 
community called El Chorro (Santa Ana Parish). They have to walk nearly an 
hour to arrive to this school.   
These students face a singular problem, which is their social economical 
situation. 90% of the students come from families of low income. Most of them 
live with their grandparents, brothers or sisters, or only with their mothers 
because their parents are immigrants or their mothers are single mothers.  
Some of the children have not ever met their fathers, who have left them 
and traveled to another country looking for better economical status to help 
improve their financial situations. In other cases, parents have not  tried to 
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solve their economical problems through migration because immigration laws 
and job stability in foreign countries is a very complicated issue. The situation 
of these children is hard because they have to work and help their parents 
during the afternoons. They have to work in farming labor, constructions work, 
baby sitting their younger brothers, carpentry work, hand washing, house 
chores, etc. 
A clear example is Edison, a student from seventh level. Every morning, 
he has to take care of the sheep because his mother has to get up early to go 
to work in the city as a laundry-woman. As with Edison, many of the students 
of this school have similar responsibilities. ² 
Even though the children of this school have to face social economic 
difficulties, they are kind, simple, and cheerful. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2 Information provided by Licentiates Elsa Hidalgo and Cecilia Guerrero, 
director and teacher of the school.  
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CHAPTER 2 
2. THEORIES AND METHODS 
 
 
 
 
 There are many theories and methods to second language learning that 
support the need to create a realistic context in a classroom.   As we know, 
learning occurs through life, and it often takes place in a social context. 
Therefore, we can find different learning styles, theories and methods on 
language learning and teaching that evolve around social contexts.  
For these reasons we have considered it important to support our 
investigation with a recognized theory, “Multiple Intelligences,” by Dr. Howard 
Gardner. This theory, with the association of two language learning 
methodologies, will consolidate a solid base of theoretical knowledge that will 
attempt to explain the foreign language learning process in young children.  
2.1. MULTIPLE INTELLIGENCES THEORY 
Multiple Intelligences Theory was developed by Doctor Howard Gardner. 
This theory was first published in his book Frames Of Mind (1983), as a 
contribution to Psychology. After that, it was incorporated into education. 
Finally, Gardner’s theory was established as a classical model. It permits us to 
understand and teach many aspects of human intelligence, learning styles, 
personality and behaviour in education. 
___________ 
3. Stern, 1992, cited in Celce- Murcia. 
 The fundamental questions instructors face when they undertake to teach 
a language class are the basic “interrogatives”:  what to teach, when to 
teach it, in what sequence, and how. (Celce- Murcia 319)³. 
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Gardner says that the human mind is unlimited; therefore, children have 
different ways of acquiring information and learning. The type of intelligence 
that each person possesses indicates not only his capabilities, but also the 
manner or method in which he prefers to learn and develop his strengths and 
weaknesses. The multiple intelligences theory represents a definition of human 
nature from a cognitive perspective, i.e. how we perceive, and how we are 
aware of things (Chapman, 2009). 
According to Gardner’s conception: 
 A child who is strong in math is not necessarily more intelligent 
than a child who is not. The second child may be stronger in another kind of 
intelligence such as music. The second one is strong musically and weak 
numerically. He might develop numerical and logical skills through music, not 
being bombarded by numbers alone.  
 A child who is weak spatially and strong numerically will more 
likely develop a logical ability if language learning is developed by using 
numbers and logic.  
 A person who is weak physically but strong numerically will best 
be encouraged to increase his/her physical activity by having him/her learn 
through mathematical and scientific relationships between exercise, nutrition 
and health rather than forcing him/her to play soccer or practice boxing.   
The truth is, “we are all intelligent in different ways” (Chapman).  
Developing children’s strengths will increase their response to the 
learning experience. It will help them to better develop their weak areas, as 
well as their strengths. The types of intelligences a person has do not indicate 
whether the person is good or bad, happy or sad, right or wrong. 
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And individual’s Multiple Intelligences is unlimited. However, Gardner 
proposed seven definitions at the beginning in this theory. This happens 
because of the difficulty of defining them. The additional intelligences are 
rather more complex than those already evidenced and defined. Gardner (5-
49) addresses “how we are smart” as opposed to “how smart are we?” He 
defines two fundamental concepts of the Multiple Intelligence theory. First, he 
states that intelligence is not fixed; humans have the ability to develop 
intellectual capacity (a process that educators can facilitate). Second, he 
establishes that education is not unitary; there are many ways in which our 
students can be smart. He proposes some relatively autonomous intellectual 
capacities, each one with its distinctive mode of thinking “although they are not 
necessarily dependent on each other; these intelligences seldom operate in 
isolation. Every normal individual possesses varying degrees of each other of 
these intelligences, but the ways in which intelligences combine and blend are 
as varied as the faces and the personalities of individuals” (45). 
The following chart shows Gardner’s classification of intelligences and 
how these are implied in foreign language learning activities, (see boxes). 
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MULTIPLE INTELLIGENCES  
INTELLIGENCE 
TYPE 
DESCRIPTION RELATED TASKS, ACTIVITIES 
OR TESTS
CAPABILITY AND 
PERCEPTION
1.  Verbal-linguistic 
 
 
Words and Language 
 Written or spoken language 
through retention, 
interpretation and explanation 
of ideas and information. 
 Understanding relationship 
between communication and 
meaning. 
 Displaying a facility with words 
and languages. 
 Reading, taking notes, 
listening, discussing, and 
debating. 
 Manipulating syntax and 
structure.  
 Writing a set of instructions. 
 Speaking on a subject. 
 Talking about an event. 
 Telling a story.  
 Reading and writing a tale. 
 Memorizing words with 
dates. 
 Retelling stories. 
 Debating about short 
topics. 
 Giving one’s own personal 
information. 
 Reading aloud. 
 Dramatizing. 
 Listening to a song, tale, 
reading, etc. 
 Words and language. 
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 Writing classroom  journals.  
 
2.  Logical-
Mathematical 
Logical thinking 
 Detecting patterns, scientific 
reasoning and deduction. 
 Analysing problems. 
 Performing mathematical 
calculations. 
 Understanding the 
relationship between cause 
and effect to a tangible 
outcome or result, 
abstractions, reasoning, 
performance of complex 
calculations, and numbers. 
 Problem solving; 
mathematics, chess, 
computer programming, and 
other logical and numerical 
 Performing a mental arithmetic 
calculation. 
 Creating a process to 
measure something difficult. 
 Analysing how a machine 
works. 
 Numbers and Logic 
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activities. 
3. Musical Musical ability 
 Awareness, appreciation and 
use of sound; recognition of 
tonal and rhythmic patterns. 
 Understanding relationship 
between sound and feeling. 
 Singing, playing musical 
instruments, and composing 
music.  
 Music playing in the 
background. 
 Songs or rhythms to learn 
and memorize information. 
 Performing a musical piece. 
 Singing a song. 
 Reviewing a musical work. 
 Specifying mood music for 
telephone systems and 
receptions, etc.  
 Music, sounds, rhythm, 
tones, and hearing voice 
pitch. 
4. Bodily-Kinesthetic  
 
Body movement control 
 Involving muscular 
movements and  manual 
 Juggling. 
 Demonstrating a sports 
technique. 
 Body movement control. 
 Physical experience, 
movement, touching and 
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dexterity, physical agility and 
balance; eye and body 
coordination. 
 Working with physical 
activities such as sports or 
dance.  
 Building and making things. 
 Doing something physically 
through movements, 
gestures, actions, immediate 
physical responses, etc.   
 Acting or performing a story. 
 Creating a pantomime to 
explain something. 
 Flying a kite. 
 
feeling. 
 
5. Spatial -Visual Visual and spatial perception 
 Interpretation and creation of 
visual images; pictorial 
imagination and expression. 
 Understanding the 
relationship between images 
and meanings, and between 
space and effect. 
 Designing a costume. 
 Interpreting a painting. 
 Creating a logo. 
 Designing a building. 
 Graphing. 
 Photographing. 
 Making visual metaphors. 
 Mapping stories. 
 
 Images and space. 
 Pictures, shapes, images, 
3D space. 
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 Visualizing and mentally 
manipulating objects, solving 
puzzles. 
 Visual memory; artistic 
inclination; good sense of 
direction; good hand-eye 
coordination. 
 Correlation between spatial 
and mathematical abilities. 
 Painting. 
 Illustrating. 
 Using charts. 
 Using organizers. 
 Sketching. 
 Working with visual puzzles.  
6. Interpersonal Perception of other people's 
feelings 
 Ability to relate to others; 
interpretation of behaviour 
and communications. 
 Understanding the 
relationships between 
people and their situations. 
 Extroversion. 
 Working with others and 
 Interpreting moods from facial 
expressions. 
 Demonstrating feelings through 
body language. 
 Affecting the feelings of others 
in a planned way. 
 Counselling another person. 
 Human contact. 
  Teamwork. 
 Communication. 
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often enjoy discussion and 
debate. 
7. Intrapersonal Self-awareness 
 Personal cognition, personal 
objectivity, the capability to 
understand oneself, one’s 
personal relationship with 
the world, and one’s 
personal needs to change. 
 Introspection and 
introversion. 
 Individual work. 
 Concentrating on the subject 
by themselves. 
 Consider and decide personal 
aims and changes.  
 Self-awareness. 
 Self-reflection. 
 Self-discovery. 
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8. Naturalistic Natural Surroundings 
 Ability to discriminate among 
living things as well as 
sensitivity to other features 
of the natural world.  
 Collecting and analyzing 
something related to nature.  
 Discerning changes in weather. 
 Making animal sounds. 
 Looking at the natural world. 
 Recognizing and classifying 
things. 
 Interacting with animals, etc. 
 Sensitivity to nature. 
Naturalistic Intelligence was not part of Gardner’s original theory of Multiple Intelligences. It was added to the theory in 1997.  
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2.2. NATURAL APPROACH 
 
The Natural Approach is one of the most recent and the most promising 
approaches to language teaching. The Natural Approach was developed by 
Tracy Terrell and Stephen Krashen in 1977. This approach is based on 
Krashen’s theories about second language acquisition.  
Terrell’s (325-26) main premise is that “it is possible for students in a 
classroom situation to learn to communicate in a second language.” With the 
Natural Approach, students listen to the teacher using the target language 
from the very beginning.  Communicative activities prevail with games, role-
plays, dialogues, group work and discussions.   
2.2.1. Theory of Language Learning 
The Natural Approach is supported by five hypotheses: 
1. The Input Hypothesis 
This hypothesis relates to acquisition, not to learning. It creates a realistic 
and communicative context. Children learn through comprehensible input, 
where they acquire language best from messages. Here the Natural Approach 
adopts techniques and activities from different sources that are used to provide 
comprehensible input. The children acquire the language through samples of 
the “caretaker” speech, roughly- tuned to their present level of understanding. 
The teacher has to use concrete contextual referents, visual aids, 
manipulatives, and gestures. Moreover, she or he has to check for 
“...learning is a process of discovery which takes place spontaneously and 
automatically providing certain conditions have been met”(Ellis 2). 
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understanding, emphasize key words, and use activities according to the 
students’ level. 
2. The Acquisition - Learning Hypothesis 
The hypothesis refers to the way children acquire their native language. It 
is different from language learning. It is an unconscious process through which 
the teacher uses the language meaningfully, but the student consciously 
learns or discovers rules about a language. The teacher has to present 
vocabulary appropriate to needs of students and organize activities around an 
identifiable topic and communicative objective. 
3. The Natural Order Hypothesis 
Grammatical structures are acquired in a predictable order, and learning 
them in another order can negatively affect language acquisition. Students’ 
errors will be self-corrected according to the natural order in which language is 
acquired. 
4. The Monitor Hypothesis 
Conscious learning operates only as a monitor or editor that checks or 
repairs the output of what has been acquired.  
5. The Affective Filter Hypothesis 
Students’ emotional state can act as a filter that impedes or blocks input 
necessary to acquisition. The silent period rewards any production in the target 
language.  Here the teacher has to create a motivational situation, limit error 
correction to modeling and expansion, accept student response in Spanish, 
and allow students to give responses voluntarily rather than calling on 
individuals directly. 
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The Natural Approach consistently draws from these beliefs in 
hypothesizing how acquisition takes place. In other words, input must be 
achieved in low-anxiety contexts since acquirers with a low affective filter 
receive more input and interact with confidence. The filter is “affective” 
because there are some factors which regulate its strength. These factors are 
self-confidence, motivation and anxiety.  
Language production is allowed to emerge in stages. 
These stages usually consist of:  
a. Response by nonverbal communication. 
b. Response with a single word (“yes”, “no”, “go”, “take”). 
c. Combinations of two or three words (“dog”, “go”, “house”) 
d. Phrases (“The student studying”) 
e. Sentences (“The cat is black”) 
f.           And finally, complex discourse. 
The Course syllabus consists of communicative goals. 
The focus of each classroom activity is organized by topic, not by 
grammatical structure.  Grammar will be effectively acquired if goals are 
communicative. The syllabus for the Natural Approach must be a 
communicative syllabus.  
2.2.2. Implications for the Classroom 
The Natural Approach hypothesis sets up some implications for foreign 
language learning to the acquisition process. The EFL teacher must consider 
the following aspects: 
 Preproduction → Comprehension activities consist of listening 
comprehension practice. Students do not speak in the target language. 
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Comprehension is achieved by contextual guessing, since “a student can 
understand the essential points of what a native speaker says to him in a real 
communication situation and can respond in such a way that the native 
speaker interprets the response” (Terrell 326). 
 Early speech production → Students struggle with the 
language and make many errors. These errors are corrected and based on 
content and not structure. Production activities begin with questions requiring 
only single word answers. 
 Extending Production → Speech emergence occurs after early 
speech. Promoting fluency occurs through a variety of activities, through the 
use of games, humanistic-affective activities, and problem-solving activities.  
It is the teacher’s responsibility to create interaction, to present 
communicative activities, and to employ meaningful strategies to help the 
students acquire and understand the information they receive.  Learning how 
students perceive the world around them will help to develop effective teaching 
through strategies and meaningful activities.  Those strategies can be used in 
an elementary setting. They involve lots of visual aids and multi-sensory 
activities that allow the students to interact and communicate with other 
students. 
 Proficiency Orientation 
The students learn language in context in personalized activities. The 
class should be very warm with an affective atmosphere. They are encouraged 
to create with the language at all times. The comprehensible input is   
presented   in   the   target   language allowing the students to understand 
spoken commands. Finally, learners start to talk when they feel ready. 
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 However, we have to take into account that some students might 
“emerge” at different times. If this approach is properly used with the support of 
its techniques and methods, students can acquire the target language better.  
Therefore, the teacher has to be very clever and use strategies that help to 
students feel ready for oral production. 
2.3. TOTAL PHYSICAL RESPONSE (TPR) 
This method was developed by James Asher in 1974 to aid learning 
foreign languages. It is a method that finds support with Krashen’s view of 
comprehensible input. “The students don’t have to speak; they simply have to 
carry out the teacher’s commands. When they are ready for it they can give 
commands to other students. The students thus learn language through 
actions, through a physical response rather than through drills.” (Harmer, 36). 
Asher’s Total Physical Response methodology is based on more 
enjoyable and less stressful learning. The method assumes that when we 
learn a foreign language, language is internalized through a process similar to 
first language development; then the method is based on the coordination of 
speech and action. Children learn their native language through means of 
communication between them and their parents. Children combine both verbal 
and physical aspects. They respond physically to their parents’ speech. 
For some time, children absorb the language without being able to speak. 
Total Physical Response, “involves a substantial amount of listening and 
comprehension in combination with various physical responses (smiling, 
reaching, grabbing, looking, playing, moving, etc)” (Englishraven.com, 2007). 
Students respond to commands that require physical movements before they 
start to use the language orally, as with little children. “It is based on the belief 
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that listening comprehension should be developed fully, as it is with children 
learning their native language... It is based on the belief that skills can be more 
rapidly assimilated if the teacher appeals to the students’ kinaesthetic-sensory 
system…”  (Omaggio Hadley, Terry & Nelson 72) 
In the classroom the teacher and students take similar roles to that of 
parents and children. Students respond physically to the teacher’s words. The 
activities may be simple, and vocabulary may be connected with actions 
(imperatives). 
Since Total Physical Response is focused on the idea that learning 
should be as fun and stress-free as possible, it should be dynamic through the 
use of physical activity. As  Asher recognized,  “part of the brain deals with 
motor activity.” 
 
Objectives 
 The method helps beginners become intermediates, depending 
on students’ needs. 
 Its main objective is to make languge learning more enjoyable 
and less stressful. Children acquire the natural way, just as they learned their 
native language. Students are encouraged to respond using right-brain motor 
skills rather than left-brain language “processing”, (Omaggio Hadley et al. 72).  
Principles 
 Second language learning is parallel to first language learning 
and should reflect the same naturalistic process. 
 TPR allows a pre-speaking phase where students are not forced 
to speak until they feel ready. 
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 Listening should develop before speaking. 
 Children respond physically to spoken language. 
 Once listening comprehension has been developed, speech 
develops naturally. 
 Delaying speech reduces stress. 
Characteristics 
 Total Physical Response is widely acclaimed as a highly effective 
method at beginning levels and extensively used by teachers of foreign 
languages. 
 The teacher directs and students “act” through a response. Asher 
says, “The instructor is the director of a stage play in which the students are 
the actors.”  
 Listening and physical response skills are emphasized over oral 
production. 
 The imperative is the most common language function employed, 
even into advanced   levels.   Interrogatives   are   also heavily used.  The 
main activity in TPR is to follow commands given in imperative form. Students 
respond to the commands through movement of their bodies in response to 
commands. Asher states that “grammatical structures of the target language 
and hundreds of vocabulary items can be learned through the skilful use of the 
imperative by the instructor” (Iv. 73). 
 Whenever possible, jokes and humor can be injected into the 
lessons to make them more enjoyable for learners. 
 Students are not required to speak until they feel naturally ready. 
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 Grammar and vocabulary are emphasized over other language 
areas.  
 Spoken language is emphasized over written language. 
This is a suitable method for beginners because it is fun and the 
techniques involved are relatively simple.   
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CHAPTER 3 
3. INVESTIGATION 
In order to realize this investigation we performed surveys with the 
children of the elementary school “Mariscal de Ayacucho Antonio José de 
Sucre,” and their parents or relatives. 
3.1. SURVEYS 
Our study is about “The need to implement new teaching methodology to 
improve the learning of the English Language in the elementary school 
Mariscal de Ayacucho Antonio José de Sucre.”  To do this study, we took a 
sample of sixty-four people: thirty-two students, and their respective parents or 
relatives.  This survey had two parts. The first part of the survey requested 
certain personal information of each parent or relative, and the second part 
consisted of a list of questions which we needed to ask for our investigation. 
TO PARENTS OR RELATIVES 
This part is about the parents’ or relatives’ personal information. With this 
information we discovered their ages, professions, instruction, marital status, 
etc. 
 The following graph, graph one, shows the age of the single 
parent, both parents and relatives. 9.36% of their age falls into the range 
between 15 to 20 years old; 15.64% is represented by parents or relatives 
between 21 to 30 years old. Parents or relatives between 31 to 40 years old 
represent 46.89%. This group is the most numerous in our survey and the 
majority of them are children’s parents. The relatives or parents between 41 to 
50 years old represent 12.50%; 9.36% are parents between 51 to 60 years old; 
and finally, 6.25% are represented by relatives from 61 years old and on. 
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 The next graph shows the sex of the parents or relatives. It was 
important for us to confirm the number of women that participated in the 
process. We can see that the greatest group of them is female, with 59.37%.   
GRAPH  1 
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GRAPH  3 
GRAPH  2 
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 This chart shows the professions of the children’s parents or 
relatives. The majority of them are people who work in construction as 
bricklayers or carpenters. They are represented by the light-blue bar with 25%. 
Housewives represent 15.54%. Farmers and domestic employees represent 
15.5% each. Maids, retailers, and other professions represent 9.37% each. 
Finally, drivers represent 6.25% of the parents or relatives surveyed. 
 
 The following chart, graph four, shows the marital status of the 
parents or relatives of the children. Single parents correspond to 25%. Married 
parents represent 59.36%. Widows or widowers, and divorced parents 
represent 6.25% each, and free union couples represent 3.14%. As we can 
see in the yellow bar, the majority of the parents form a consolidated couple. 
MARITAL STATUS
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 Graph five shows the parents or relatives’ relationship with the 
children. The children’s mothers are graphed with 34.37% and the fathers are 
GRAPH  4 
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40.62%. The remaining are relatives such as brothers and sisters, 
grandparents, uncles and aunts, etc.   
CHILDREN'S RELATIONSHIP
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 Finally, graph six corresponds to the level of education of each 
parent or relative. The majority have finished their primary education. They 
represent 62.50%. 25% of the parents or relatives have finished high school. 
6.25% of the parents do not have any kind of educational instruction. Finally, 
the other 6.25% is represented by people who are students of a high school or 
have had university studies.  
GRAPH  5 
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TO CHILDREN 
As we can see, graph seven indicates that 40.64% of the students are 
nine years old. Students in the black-red bar, who represent 37.50%, are ten 
years old.  Eleven-year-old students represent 12.50%; finally, 12-year-old 
students represent 9.36%. 
GRAPH  6 
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Graph eight indicates that the 56.30% of students correspond to grade 
six and 43.70% are students from grade seven.  
GRAPH  7 
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3.2. INTERVIEW WITH A TEACHER OF THE SCHOOL 
One interview was held with Licentiate Cecilia Guerrero, who works with 
the fourth and seventh grades. She has worked in this institution twelve years. 
The students and the parents say that she is the best teacher of the school 
because she is punctual, teaches in a comprehensible way, and is responsible 
with aspects of the school. 
According to Licentiate Cecilia Guerrero, the majority of the children are 
good students, except for 20% who show low performance. She believes that 
students are able to give necessary and correct information; moreover, they 
are able to discern between whether they need to improve their English level 
or not.  
In relation to parents and relatives of the students, she said they are 
desirous that their children get a good education; in this case, they want the 
GRAPH  8 
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students to have the opportunity to improve their English level because it is 
necessary for their later studies.  
3.3. DATA RESULTS 
PARENTS’ INFORMATION 
Information provided by the parents or relatives of the children related to 
“The need to implement new teaching methodology to improve the learning of 
the English Language in the elementary school Mariscal de Ayacucho Antonio 
José de Sucre.”   
 Question: 
a. Would you like your son / daughter to improve his/her 
English learning with methods according to her/his age in a natural way, 
by developing different learning skills which your child possesses?   YES 
/ NO 
100%
0%
0%
10%
20%
30%
40%
50%
60%
70%
80%
90%
100%
Date: December 13, 2009
Authors: Laura and Verónica Segarra
IMPROVE ENGLISH LEARNING
YES
NO
YES 100%
NO 0%
1
 
GRAPH  9 
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As we can see in the chart nine, there is total acceptance of this 
proposal. 
 Question 
b. Would you like your son / daughter to learn English through 
handiworks, and responding to imperatives, instructions, body 
movements, etc? For example: “Close the door!”; “Draw a black cat;” 
“Cut a yellow flower.”  
Graph ten indicates that the majority of the parents or relatives would like 
their children to learn English using the activities listed. The people who agree 
with this question represent 96.88% of the parents.     
96,88%
3,12%
0%
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40%
50%
60%
70%
80%
90%
100%
Date: December 13, 2009
Authors: Laura and Verónica Segarra
LEARN ENGLISH
Yes No
Yes 96,88%
No 3,12%
1
 
 Question 
c. Would you like your son / daughter to learn English 
vocabulary through games, identifying pictures, looking at images, 
solving crosswords or puzzle exercises, singing, and drawing? 
GRAPH  10 
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The green bar on graph eleven shows us that 84.38% of the parents 
would like their children to learn English vocabulary using games, identifying 
pictures, drawing, etc.  15.62% disagree.  
 Question 
d. Would you like your son / daughter to read short stories, 
tales, and fables in order to develop the reading habit and storytelling 
habit in English? 
GRAPH  11 
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As we see 93.75%, the majority of the parents, agree with this proposal.  
 Question 
e. Would you like your son / daughter to work with English 
numbers by solving problems, simple operations of logic reasoning, 
etc.? 
GRAPH  12 
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As we can see in  the previous graph, the majority of the parents accept 
this suggestion. They represent 96.88% of the parents.  
 Question 
f.   Would you like your son / daughter to work with 
nature, identifying insects, plants,  and animals in the English 
language? 
GRAPH  13 
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The majority of the parents, 87.50%, would like their children to work with 
nature to learn English.  
 Question 
g. Would you like your children’s English text book to be 
practical, simple, full of pictures or images, with songs, tales, short 
stories, puzzle exercises, labyrinth, which include audio activities, 
readings, dialogs, and songs? 
GRAPH  14 
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The last chart, graph fifteen, indicates that 100% of the parents or 
relatives surveyed would like the text book to have the stated characteristics. 
The parents suggested that the text book be easy for their children, and 
have a real-life context according to their children’s level; that it be practical, 
simple, fun, understandable, and cheap; that it have translations or clear 
vocabulary; that it be effective so that their children are well-prepared for their 
future English studies; and that it have clear examples because they, as 
parents, also need to understand the book in order to help their children with 
their homework.  
 Question 
h. Which other activities would you like that the material that 
your children use to learn English to contain? 
The parents would like their children’s material to contain coloring 
pictures, because their children could have an idea about the topic which they 
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are learning. Moreover, they would like the children to learn grammar because 
some of them have children in high-school and they have many problems with 
it.  
STUDENTS’ INFORMATION 
The following provides information given by the students of the sixth and 
seventh grade about “The need to implement a new teaching methodology to 
improve the learning of the English Language in the elementary school 
Mariscal de Ayacucho Antonio José de Sucre.”   
 Question: 
a. Do you know some words in English? 
STUDENTS' KNOWLEDGE ENGLISH
Nothing
28,12%
Some (to 20 words)
65,63%
Many (up to 100 words)
6,25%
0%
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20%
30%
40%
50%
60%
70%
Date, December 15, 2009
Auhtors: Laura and Verónica Segarra
Nothing 28,12%
Some (to 20 words) 65,63%
Many (up to 100 words) 6,25%
1
 
Graph sixteen indicates that 28.12% of the students do not know any 
words in English. 65.63% of the students know as many as 20 words in 
English. Finally, 6.25% of the students know up to 100 words in English. This 
data shows us that many of them have a poor level of English.  
Question: 
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b. Would you like to improve English learning? 
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93.75% of the students want to improve their English learning and 6.25% 
of the children do not.  
 Question: 
c. Would you like to learn vocabulary in English using games, 
identifying images, singing, solving cross words, puzzle exercises, 
making things with plastiline, drawing and painting, and reading  short 
stories ?  
In the next graph, we can see by the yellow bar that 96.87% of the 
children want to learn vocabulary using these activities and 3.13% of them 
would not.  
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 Question: 
d. Would you like to learn English through handiworks, 
commands and instructions or body movements? 
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In the previous graph we can see that 93.75% of the children accept this 
proposition; however, 6.25% of them do not. 
 Question: 
e. Would you like to read and tell short stories, tales, and 
fables, and to learn to read and tell stories in English? 
YES
96,87%
NO
3,13%
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90%
100%
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YES
NO
YES 96,87%
NO 3,13%
1
 
96.87% of the children would like to read and tell short stories, tales and 
fables, but 3.13% would not.  
 Question: 
f.  Would you like to work with numbers in English by solving 
simple operations of logical reasoning, and playing? 
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Here we can see that some of the students hate numbers. 34.38% of 
them do not want to work with numbers. However, the 65.62% represented by 
the yellow bar agree with this idea.  
 Question: 
g. Would you like to work in groups to learn English? 
In graph twenty-two, we can see that 93.75% of the students would like to 
work in groups to learn English.  
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 Question: 
h. Would you like to work with nature to practice your English, 
for example by looking at cloud shapes, and identifying insects, plants, 
and animals? 
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In chart twenty-three, the red bar indicates that 87.50% of the children 
would like to work with nature.  
 Question: 
i.  Would you like your English text-book to contain images, 
songs, tales, puzzle exercises, mazes, audio, and dialogues? 
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The last chart shows that 96.87% of the students agree with the 
suggested content. Moreover, the students want the text-book to contain 
games with numbers, tales to listen to, drawings to paint, and clear vocabulary. 
They also want the text-book to be colored, easy, and entertaing.  
 Question: 
j.  What other things would you like to learn or do in English? 
They would like to learn to write short sentences, greet, read, have 
acceptable pronunciation, and practice dialogs.  
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TEACHER’S INFORMATION 
 Question: 
What do you think about the English level of your students? 
Licentiate Cecilia Guerrero thinks the students’ English level is low 
because they have never had this subject in the school and do not have an 
English teacher. She added that at the beginning of this school year a teacher 
assigned from the Education Ministry arrived at the school. This teacher asked 
the students to buy a book. The students acquired it, but the teacher left the 
school. Licentiate Cecilia Guerrero, as a teacher of the seventh grade, tried to 
work with that book, but she could not because the book was too advanced for 
the students’ level. For this reason, she believes it necessary that the book be 
suitable to the children’s knowledge: practical, simple, and easy for the 
children to use.  
 Question: 
What do you think about methodologies of teaching English which 
are based on students’ skills: games, songs, solving puzzle exercises, 
coloring and drawing, reading short stories, handiworks, working with 
nature, etc.? 
Licentiate Cecilia Guerrero considers all of them to be necessary 
whenever they are correctly applied. Moreover, the teacher should be 
prepared to work with the children. She believes the methodologies are good 
because of the children’s age and level. These methodologies will help the 
students to develop the English language because they will get children’s 
attention. Then they will acquire the language naturally, by playing, making 
things, etc.  
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 Question: 
 What other materials do you believe are necessary to add to the 
students’ material? 
She considers it necessary to add visual material because the children 
can easily assimilate the word and the meaning. Moreover, they need material 
to practice reading, listening, writing, and talking. 
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CHAPTER 4 
4. TEXT BOOK DEVELOPMENT 
Chapter four contains the student’s book, elaborated with activities 
according to the seventh year children’s English level. This book is based on 
the Theory of Multiple Intelligences, Total Physical Response, and Natural 
Approach. 
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CHAPTER 5 
5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
5.1. CONCLUSIONS 
 We live a new era where the English language is used in most 
fields, such as communications, tourism, technology, business, and education. 
For this reason, we consider it necessary to use appropriate methodology and 
material for beginning learners to reach language learning goals according to 
English levels and their ages, (ten to twelve years old). 
 The main purpose of this book is to improve children’s English 
level   in the seventh year of basic education in the school “Mariscal de 
Ayacucho Antonio José de Sucre” through appropriate material. The text has 
activities which follow a natural pattern based on the Theory of Multiple 
Intelligences, Total Physical Response, and the Natural Approach. It develops 
different learning skills which children posses.  It includes activities to realize 
handicrafts, drawings, games, body movements, and puzzle exercises; to work 
in pairs, in groups, with numbers, and with nature; to perform actions following 
commands and instructions; to sing, and to practice short dialogues. This is 
necessary because the majority of parents or relatives and their children 
suggested the implementation of new teaching methodology to improve 
learning. 
 This book includes easy and amusing activities relevant to the 
children’s English level, to their ages and to their necessities. It was tested wih 
fourteen children, to be carried out in seventy hours.  
 It also contains parents’ suggestions. Parents suggested that the 
text-book should be easy, practical, simple, and fun. It must provide 
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translations or clear vocabulary among other things. The reason is that they 
like to help with and control their children’s homework, and the majority of 
them have only primary education and they do not know any word in English. 
According to the parents’ suggestion, the book has a glossary with clear 
vocabulary about each unit with their corresponding meaning. This vocabulary 
list could help them to control children’s homework and to learn along with 
them.   
 During the application of the activities of the book, the children 
showed interest in learning English with the implementation of new teaching 
methodology to improve learning.  
 Instructions are given in imperative form. Vocabulary is shown in 
context, through games, identifying pictures, looking images, solving 
crosswords or puzzle exercises, singing, drawing, etc.  Vocabulary and 
meaning, as parents suggested, is included at the end of book, in the glossary 
section.  
 To develop the reading and storytelling habits, and to build up 
writing in English, the book includes short dialogues, short stories, activities to 
complete dialogues, activities to answer questions, etc.  
According to the monitoring applied to the children: 
UNIT INTRO “The Alphabet and Numbers” 
 The first activities were difficult at the beginning because the 
children felt afraid. 
 Interaction with them was important. The use of warm up 
activities was necessary. For example, it may be necessary  to ask several 
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times “What is your name?” so that they give the answer “My name is Inés.” 
Using a puppet was a good tool to practice this question and other dialogues.  
Example: 
Teacher: “What is your name?”   
Puppet:  “My name is Annie”  
After that, some children said clearly, “My name is Lorena.” Others felt 
afraid and answered in low voice, “Cristian”. This happened because they had 
a perception that English was complicated and difficult. Also, they thought that 
if they made a mistake the teacher would become angry. Then they felt 
uncertain.  
 To practice the alphabet, a great number of repetitions were 
required. The use of extra material such as alphabet cards or writing the 
alphabet on the board was necessary.  
 The book did not contain alphabet phonetics and it was not 
necessary because the children wrote the sound of the alphabet below the 
letters as they listened without requirement of the teacher.   
 “THE ABC SONG” helped them to practice English alphabet 
sounds. 
 “HANGMAN” was a fun game. It helped the children to remember 
the letters that they kept in mind. The words used in this unit were easy and 
familiar to the students, such as “cat, pear, apple, teacher, etc.”  Hangman was 
carried on into other units as a warm up to practice the English alphabet. 
 Working with numbers was simple. Numbers were written on the 
board, and the use of cards helped the children with the meaning. They 
repeated numerous times “one, two… twenty”; while the children said the 
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numbers, they were also shown to the students. After that, children counted 
chairs in the classroom, flowerpots, their fingers, etc. New phrases were 
introduced. 
For example:  
Teacher: “Let’s count the chairs. How many chairs are there?” 
These prompts helped them to absorb new language and understand it 
through context.   
 “BINGO SNAKE” was entertaining. Children practiced listening to 
the numbers.  The winners won a prize and that made it more thrilling. Finally, 
all of them were winners.  
 Another interesting game was “The Ship is Sinking.” It was not 
shown in the book, but it was a good alternative to work with numbers less 
then twenty. The children had to form groups according to the number that 
they heard. 
 The instructions of the activities in this unit were difficult to them. 
They usually asked “¿Qué dice aqui teacher?” For this reason, it was 
necessary in the first class to introduce the most frequent instructions that the 
children could find in the different activities. For example: “Look at the picture!” 
“Listen to the dialogue!” “Repeat after the teacher” “Read the instructions!” 
“Complete the sentences!” “Answer the questions” etc.  These instructions 
were not translated. They were presented through the context by making 
pantomimes and showing cards or flash cards. Then the students got the idea 
about the instructions for the activity required.  
 This unit was performed in five hours and the children learned to 
say the alphabet and the numbers from one to twenty; to answer the question 
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“what is your name?”;  to spell their names; and to follow  some basic 
instructions.    
UNIT  ONE “My First English Greeting” 
 Unit One was less difficult because the children began to feel 
confident with the teacher. They practiced dialogues, and interacted with their 
partners and teacher. They learned to ask and to answer questions related to 
giving and to receiving personal information; to introduce themselves; and to 
greet in English. They interacted with their partners and with the teacher.  
 The majority of the activities were developed with the help of a 
puppet, “Annie”.  It was used for questions and answers, and also to model the 
dialogue. For example: 
Teacher: “What is your name?” 
Puppet: “My name is Annie.”  
Teacher: “How are you?”  
Puppet: “I am very well!” 
Teacher:  “How old are you?” 
Puppet: “I am ten years old.”  
Teacher: “Bye Annie! 
Puppet:  “Bye-bye Ines!”etc.  
 Furthermore, when they worked with commands, they showed a 
lot more confidence and happiness. Some of them practiced at home with their 
parents or relatives.  
 This unit was completed in eight hours because it was necessary 
to act out the dialogue, by asking and answering questions.  At the end, they 
learned to start a short dialogue and to introduce themselves.  
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UNIT TWO “Fruits and Colors from My Farm” 
 Through this unit the children learned some colors and fruits in 
English. They enjoyed this unit since they liked to paint, to draw, to play, to 
solve puzzle exercises, etc.  
 “SIMON SAYS” helped them to practice listening by the use of 
commands or instructions. “Show a yellow pencil! Draw a black cat! Cut a 
yellow flower!” The role of SIMON was performed by the teacher and the 
children.  The teacher and children played with colors and fruits. This game 
was performed and included in the other units of the book.  
 The activities helped the teacher to interact with the children by 
asking questions; What color is the banana? What color is the apple? What 
color is the door?  What color is the table? What color is my hair? What color 
are the chairs? The questions were introduced by touching or pointing at the 
objects mentioned. The purpose of this was to help the students to identify the 
meaning of the words. 
For example: 
Teacher: What color is the door? Teacher: What color are the chairs? 
Children: Brown!    Children: Green! 
Teacher: Yes, it is brown.   Teacher: Good! They are green. 
 Then the children said “black, blue, red, etc.” Their answers were 
reinforced by the teacher: “It is blue. It is yellow. They are green, etc.” 
 Also the children learned that “it is” is used with singular things 
and “they are” with plural. They assimilated the meaning without the necessity 
of making translations or emphasizing grammar, because they learned the 
meaning in context. 
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  “THIS IS THE WAY” helped them to practice pronunciation by 
connecting fruits or things from the classroom with colors.  A lot of repetition 
and language practice was required. This unit was completed in six hours. 
UNIT THREE “Let’s Go to My Zoo” 
 Unit Three practiced animal sounds.  It made the class enjoyable. 
The students put out to work their imagination because they had to find 
animals shapes in the clouds, drawing, etc.  They said, “Teacher there is a pig” 
or “Teacher encontré a lion,” etc.  
 They discovered animals’ natural habitats. They worked with 
questions such as “Where do lions live?, Where does a tiger live?, What is 
your favorite animal?, and What sound does a cat make?” Many children did 
not say complete answers and others often used Spanglish: “is en la jungle, in 
a farm, moooo, etc.” That was accepted. The important thing is that they 
understood the question, which was evidence that they were going through a 
process of assimilation of the language.  
 The teacher helped to them develop complete sentences. For 
example:  
Teacher: “Where does a lion live?” 
Students: “In a jungle!”   
Teacher: “A lion lives in a jungle or farm!” 
Students: “In a jungle!” 
Teacher: “A lion lives in a jungle!”  
Students: “Yes!”  
Teacher: “Right! A lion lives in a jungle. 
        Now! What color are frogs?”  
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Students: “Are green!” 
Teacher: “That’s good! They are green.”  
 The use of the s-form in the third person of a singular verb was 
difficult. Many examples were used. They understood this matter only with 
difficulty. 
 “OLD MC-DONALD” was fun. Children loved this song. 
 Completing this unit took eight hours. 
UNIT FOUR “I am a Student” 
 This unit was completed in six hours. The unit helped the children 
to relate between professions and their workplaces. The use of flashcards 
allowed the students to build up meaning. The game included in this unit 
consisted of some cards stuck on the wall. Students pointed, touched, or 
matched the profession with their place of work while they answered a 
question.  
Teacher: “Where does a doctor work?” 
Student:  “In a hospital.” 
Teacher:  “Good! A doctor works in a hospital.” 
UNIT FIVE “My Body” 
 In this unit, students learned body parts by interacting with their 
bodies. They touched it, drew it, and painted it. They compared their body with 
animals’ and insects’ bodies. Arts and crafts carried out in this unit helped 
clarify the meaning of the words. The children built a butterfly by following 
instructions and learning its body parts. This unit was completed in six hours.  
 “HEAD AND SHOULDERS” facilitated the children to learn the 
parts of the body in English. 
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UNIT SIX “My family” and UNIT SEVEN “I go to my school” 
 In these units, students didn’t have difficulties. The children 
recognized their family members and learned more about numbers. In unit 
seven, they also told the time by using a handmade clock.  
For example: 
Teacher: “What time is it?” 
Student: “Six thirty.” 
Teacher:  “Ok! It is six thirty.” 
 With this song, “THE MULBERRY BUSH (THIS IS THE WAY)”, 
the children learned daily routines and days of the week.   
UNIT EIGHT “At Home / What Are You Doing?” 
 In the last unit, Eight, the children learned to say things that were 
happening that moment, such as “Mary is writing. Paul is playing. The children 
are studying. etc.”  They  also learned to work with prepositions of place by 
describing pictures and places.  
 “HOKEY POKEY” helped the children to utilize prepositions of 
place and commands by performing and singing actions. 
 The activities that they enjoyed the most were working in groups 
or teams; playing; singing; making handicrafts; drawing; painting; working with 
balance  and corporal movements; interacting with nature; solving puzzles; 
and following commands. 
 Three extra handicrafts were performed during this pilotage. They made 
two SNOWMEN on Christmas; a LADY BUG on Valentine’s day; and 
LITTLE DOLLS WITH A FLOWER  CARD on Mother’s day. 
LEARNING OUTCOMES 
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 By the end of this monitoring , the children had learned the 
following: 
a. To answer basic questions.  
b. To perform actions responding to instructions. 
c. To identify and describe simple pictures. 
d. To read short and easy stories. 
e. To count to one hundred. 
f.   To introduce themselves. 
g. To say the time. 
h. To identify animal sounds and their habitats. 
i.  To sing songs related with the different topics. 
j.  To practice dialogues. 
k. To contrast a human body with an animal body.  
l.  To tell their daily routines. 
m. To describe their bedroom by the use of some prepositions of 
place. 
n. To identify their family members. 
o. To discover professions and their work places. 
p. To use different English greetings.  
Strengths of the Book: 
 The majority of them did not use formal or complete sentences to 
give answers; however, they understood questions and instructions. The 
children chose the easiest answers. For example: 
Teacher: “What color is the door?/Where is the chair?/ Is it black?” 
Students: “Brown!, Behind the desk!, No/Yes.” 
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 Many activities were easy and the children performed with no 
teacher intervention. Vocabulary and grammar were presented in context.  
 Songs were fun. Children sang and performed actions through 
body movements.  
 The activities got children’s attention, so they acquired the 
language naturally by playing, singing, making things, etc.  
 Visual material allowed the children to assimilate the word and 
the meaning easily.  
 Audio activities were performed by the teacher.  
 Finally, this book is practical, simple, and full of pictures. It has 
activities to work with songs, tales, short stories, puzzle exercises, coloring 
pictures, games, handiworks, basic grammar, body movements, numbers, and 
nature. For language the book includes commands and instructions, audio 
activities, readings, dialogs, and other activities. Therefore the book fulfills the 
students’, parents’, and classroom teacher’s suggestions and requirements.  
Weaknesses of the Book: 
 The book does not contain alphabet and vocabulary phonetics.  
 The units do not include tales as children requested.  
General Comments: 
 The interaction with the teacher for some male children was 
somewhat difficult because they felt ashamed.  
 During the class, the role of the teacher is essential. He/she has 
to be friendly, kind, pacient, and skillful.  
 The teacher’s role is important. The book is a guide, and the 
teacher is responsible for making this book suitable for the students.  
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 Children enjoy singing, playing, performing actions, and making 
handcrafts. Then teacher has to take advantage of these activities. 
 The songs were sung by the teacher without an Audio CD.  
5.2. RECOMMENDATIONS 
 Start greeting your children in English. For example, say “Good 
morning, how are you?” at the beginning of each class. 
 Use a short “warm up.” It can be performed by actions and 
commands. “Stand up, sit down, close your eyes, open your eyes, applaud, 
clap two times, jump five times, touch your eyes, What sound does the cow 
make? What sound do lions make, etc?”   
 The “warm up” activities can be performed by instructions or a 
review of previous classes or activities. 
 Use clear instructions, using commands or imperatives. They can 
be accompanied by pantomine. If you need children’s help, ask them in 
English. “Come here!, Please clean the board! , Please draw a black cat;  
Open your book,” etc. 
 Repeat the commands as many times as you consider it 
necessary. Then the children begin to familiarize themselves with the 
language. 
 Before starting with a new topic or activity, make a short 
introduction about the topic that is going to be performed.  
 Show the new vocabulary in context by using printables, cards, 
pantomime, examples, etc. Never show them as isolated words. For example, 
let’s say you need to introduce the color “red”. Use sentences such as “the 
table is red” making an emphasis on “red”. “The apple is red.”; “the book is 
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red.” Or try asking questions like “Is the table red?” etc. With “horse”, you could 
say, “The horse lives on a farm.” or “The horse makes neigh- neigh”, etc.  
 Present vocabulary which is appropriate to the needs of students. 
 Use games such as “Simon says” to work with actions; 
“Hangman” to work with the alphabet; “The ship is sinking” to work with 
numbers less than 20, etc.   
  Use additional material (cards, realia, mimics, visual aids, 
manipulative, gestures, etc.) to reinforce the book. 
 Emphasize key words. 
 Use slower speech than the native rate. 
 Use activities and speak appropriately to the students’ language 
level. 
 Try to speak English during the entire class. If your children do 
not understand, you have to repeat as many times as necessary using flash 
cards or performing the action. If it becomes complicated, use  “Spanglish”  
 Read aloud when telling stories, reading dialogues, or giving 
instructions. 
 Perform actions to introduce a new topic or vocabulary. For 
example, show a set of pictures about colors, professions, places, etc. repeat 
the word that goes with each one. The students simply watch and listen. After 
that, the pictures can be displayed around the classroom. You can ask the 
students to point at the appropriate picture. “Point:  Where is the park, the 
doctor, the teacher, etc?”  
 Create motivational situations. “Very good, fine, excellent, etc.” 
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 Ask questions, give instructions, and generate activities to 
advance students through the levels of thinking. “What is your name? What 
color is the book? How many fingers do you have?”  
 Use puppets to start a dialogue or to ask and to answer 
questions. 
 Give short tasks and homework. 
 The teacher must interact with the students when performing 
actions or playing. The teacher needs to work as if he/she were another child 
in the classroom.  
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ANNEX 1 
UNIVERSIDAD DE CUENCA 
FACULTAD DE FILOSOFÍA LETRAS Y CIENCIAS DE LA EDUCACIÓN 
ESCUELA DE LENGUA Y LITERATURA INGLESA 
 
EL PRESENTE FORMULARIO TIENE UN FIN INVESTIGATIVO; A CERCA 
DE LA NECESIDAD DE IMPLEMENTAR MÉTODOS DE ENSEÑANZA PARA 
MEJORAR EL  NIVEL DE APRENDIZAJE DEL INGLÉS EN LA ESCUELA 
“MARISCAL DE AYACUCHO ANTONIO JOSÉ DE SUCRE”. 
 
Señor(a) representante le solicitamos comedidamente se sirva leer 
detenidamente y responder con sinceridad a las siguientes preguntas: 
    
 
1. EDAD_____                   SEXO_____                 ESTADO 
CIVIL____________ INSTRUCCIÓN___________________       
PARENTESCO DEL NIÑO(A) __________________  
PROFESIÓN_______________ 
 
LE GUSTARÍA QUE SU HIJO: 
 
2. Mejore el aprendizaje del Inglés con métodos acorde a su edad; de 
una manera natural y desarrollando las diferentes capacidades de 
aprendizaje que posee. 
 
SI_____                  NO_____ 
 
3. Aprenda Inglés a través de  trabajos manuales; respuestas a 
órdenes, instrucciones, movimientos de balance corporal, etc.   
Por ejemplo:  Close the door! (cierre la puerta), Draw a black cat! 
(dibuje un gato negro),  etc.     
 
SI _____                  NO_____ 
 
4. Aprenda vocabulario en Inglés usando juegos; identificando 
gráficos; observando imágenes; resolviendo crucigramas, sopa de 
letras; cantando; dibujando; etc.  
 
SI _____                  NO_____ 
 
5. Lea historietas, cuentos, fábulas, etc. desarrollando el hábito de la 
lectura y el hábito de contar historietas en Inglés.  
 
SI_____                  NO_____ 
 
6. Aprenda a trabajar con números en Inglés; resolviendo problemas, 
operaciones simples de razonamiento lógico, etc.  
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SI_____                 NO_____ 
7. Trabaje con la naturaleza, identificando insectos, plantas, 
animales, etc.  
 
SI _____                  NO _____ 
 
8. Le gustaría que el texto de Inglés de su hijo sea práctico, sencillo; 
lleno de imágenes, canciones, cuentos, crucigramas, laberintos, etc. 
donde estén incluidas actividades de audio, lecturas, diálogos, etc.  
 
SI _____                  NO _____ 
 
Sugerencia: 
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________ 
 
9. ¿Qué otras actividades le gustaría que contenga el material que su 
hijo utiliza para el aprendizaje del Inglés? 
 
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________ 
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ANNEX 2 
UNIVERSIDAD DE CUENCA 
FACULTAD DE FILOSOFÍA LETRAS Y CIENCIAS DE LA EDUCACIÓN 
ESCUELA DE LENGUA Y LITERATURA INGLESA 
 
EL PRESENTE FORMULARIO TIENE UN FIN INVESTIGATIVO; TIENE 
COMO PROPÓSITO PREGUNTAR SOBRE LA MANERA PREFERENTE DE 
APRENDER INGLÉS 
 
Niño(a) le solicitamos se sirva leer y responder con sinceridad a las siguientes 
preguntas:  
 
1. EDAD ________                                                                 GRADO 
_________ 
 
2. ¿Sabe usted algunas palabras inglés? 
 
              NADA_____                   ALGUNAS _____                   
MUCHAS______   
              0%                                     20 palabras                             100 palabras                       
 
3. Le gustaría mejorar el aprendizaje  del Inglés. 
 
SI_____                  NO_____ 
 
4. Le gustaría aprender vocabulario en Inglés usando juegos; 
identificando gráficos; observando imágenes; cantando; 
resolviendo crucigramas y sopa de letras; haciendo figuras con 
plastilina; pintando y dibujando cuentos leídos, etc.  
 
SI_____                  NO_____ 
 
5. Le gustaría aprender Inglés a través de trabajos manuales, 
respondiendo a órdenes e instrucciones con movimientos de 
balance corporal, etc.   
 
Ejemplos:  
pararse (stand up!),      sentarse (sit down!),     tocarse la nariz (touch your 
nose!),          abrir la ventana (open the window!),      poner el libro en la 
mesa (put the book on the desk!),    etc.     
 
SI _____                  NO_____ 
 
6. Le gustaría leer y contar historietas, cuentos y fábulas; para crear 
el hábito de la lectura y contar historietas en Inglés. 
 
SI_____                  NO_____ 
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7. Le gustaría trabajar con números en Inglés; resolviendo 
operaciones simples de razonamiento lógico, etc.  
 
SI_____                  NO_____ 
8. Le gustaría trabajar en grupo para aprender Inglés. 
 
SI_____                  NO_____ 
 
9. Le gustaría trabajar con la naturaleza para ejercitarse en Inglés, 
por ejemplo mirando las formas de las nubes, identificando 
insectos, plantas, animales, etc.  
 
SI _____                  NO _____ 
 
10. Le gustaría que su texto de Inglés contenga: 
 
Imágenes, canciones,  cuentos, crucigramas, laberintos,  audio,  diálogos, 
etc.   
 
SI _____                  NO _____ 
 
 
11. ¿Qué otras cosas le gustaría aprender o hacer en Inglés? 
 
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
